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Covered, protected access will be provided from plaza over top of access road onto field.

Muster Point for Surrounding Buildings Maintained

Emergency evacuation access onto field will be maintained.

Emergency vehicle access to access road will be maintained during construction, and double locking will be used at gate to allow SFU staff to open gate if needed for after hours emergency.

Pedestrian and Ambulance access maintained for evacuation of pool area to safely get to Gaglardi Way

Muster Point for Surrounding Buildings Maintained
Covered, protected access will be provided from plaza over top of access road onto field.

West Gym access will be unaffected by construction and Chandos does not anticipate any change in occupancy or signage.

Central Gym can not use exterior south gym doors due to construction. Therefore, primary exiting is through North doors or West through the West gym and then out the south doors. Chandos anticipates some occupancy reductions may be required here but this would require code and fire department feedback to determine.

Pool exiting to the east will be unaffected by construction.

All suggestions marked up by Chandos are based on construction sequencing and interpretation of possible exit options. These all require review/acceptance by SFU, Burnaby Fire Department, and project Code Consultant prior to implementation.
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